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ABSTRACT: Fifteen local and imported bread wheat genotypes were evaluated 
for grain yield/ fed., its components, days to 50% heading and nag leaf area under 
eighteen diverse environments, which ,. Phenotypic and genotypic stability 
parameters were estimated. The obtained results could be summarized as follows: 

Pooled analyses of variance indicated, highly sig~tificant differences among 
wheat genotypes, seasons, locations and sowing dates as well as their first, second 
and third-order interactions for the studied yield contributing cbaracten in most 
cases, providing evidencr for the necessity of testing studied genotypes in multiple 
environments. 

Stability analysis of variance revealed, highly significant GxE -"linear" 
for all the studied characte~. The GxE-"Iinear" interaction also was significa!U 
when tested against the pooled deviation for grain yield! fed., number of spikes/ 
plant; days to 50% heading and flag leaf area. 

Phenotypic stability parameten indicated that wheat cultivan, Gemmeiza 
S and Gemmeiza 9 were classified as highly adapted to favorable environments for 
grain yield/ fed., number of grains/ spike and flag leaf area as well as ACSAD 941 
for grain yield/ fed. and nag leaf area. Whereas, Sakha 8, Tsi-Vee •s• and ACSAD 
949 could be grown under Khattara or East Bitter Lakes (Sinal) as less favorable 
environment for grain yield/ fed. and flag leaf area. The most desired and stable 
genotypes were, Gemmeiza 7, ACSAD 903 and Sakha 69 for grain yield/ fed.; 
Gemmeiza 7 and Sakha 69 for both grain yield /fed. and 1000- grain weight as well 
as Sids 6 and Gemmeiza 7 for number of grains/ spike, days to SO% heading and 
flag leaf area. 

Genotypic stability estimates revealed that, the most average stable 
genotypes were, Sakha 69 and ACSAD 903 for grain yield/ fed.; Tsi-Vee 'S' and 
ACSAD 935 for number of spikes/ plant, number of grains/ spike and flag leaf area; 
ACSAD 925 and ACSAD 939 for l 000-grain weight as well as Sahel l for days to 
SO% beading. However, Gemmeiza 7 had above average degree of stability for flag 
leaf area. · 

It is worthy to mention that, the two types of stability are quite similar for 
describing stability in wheat genotypes Sakha 69 and ACSAD 903 for grain yield 
/fed. and ACSAD 939 for 1000-grain weight. It is therefore suggested that these 
genotypes 111ay be recommended to be included in any breeding program for 
improvin~t wheat~r~in _rie_hl s_tabilitr-
































